
JULESMART
JuleSmart is an online transactional Platform that allows the

Energy Supplier to administer their energy contracts. It lets the

gas and power producers as well as consumers to trade on the

wholesale markets while providing price-point flexibility for

suppliers.

GET IN TOUCH!

KEY FUNCTIONALITIES

FUNCTIONALITIES

MISCELLANEOUS FUNCTIONALITIES
Fully Audited

Platform level alerts or messages to Platform users

Email reports

Half Hourly result calculations

User permissions and restricted access

Automated reporting – physical, financial, position and marketing

ENERGY SUPPLIER

USER  BENEFITS

ADMIN

Customer and contract administration 

Supplier specific trading windows and limits

Ability to define product or customer premiums 

Audit Logging

Automated email reporting 

JuleSmart provides a number of management tooling designed to give

you full control over your administration activities. They include:

B2B CUSTOMER/CONSULTANT

PLATFORM CASES

830+ active users

40.000 Day Ahead trades

+1.800 customer logins

372% contracts provided

73% Efficiency improved

98% customer retention rate

OTC & wholesale trading

Day ahead bidding

Intraday trading

Trade to forecast

OTC & wholesale trading

LEBA DA settlement

TTF101 settlement

Power: 

Gas:

SMART  TRADING  PLATFORM

Easy to use functionalities. 

Customer interface incorporates all the functions required for customers to

manage their energy portfolios; a self-serving experience.

Price alerts and triggers  as well as price limit orders

Flexibility – gives customers the means to trade on an hourly / Half Hourly basis    

Automated trade to forecast functionality 

Position and result overviews 

Consultant interface incorporates all the functions required for the consultant to

manage their customers’ contracts

JuleSmart gives the customers and consultants easy to use functionalities to

optimise their trading activities. They include:

Receive a daily aggregated BidSheet ready to submit to the Day-Ahead auction

Trade authorisation functionality

Portfolio and customer position reporting

Possibilities for contract specific settlement mechanism

Can add premiums at a product and / or customer level

24/7 two-way communication with customers through the platform  

The platform provides trading overviews and functionalities for energy suppliers to

monitor customer trading activities: 

Eliminates human error.

Opportunity to increase

your product offering.

Provide trading

functionalities. 

Improves time efficiency.

Phone: 

Email: 

Website:

LinkedIn: 

+ 31 (0) 172 497 216

info@julesenergy.com

www.julesenergy.com

Jules Energy

Half Hourly result
calculations.

Stand out in the market. 



Contact us at:                     info@julesenergy.com              +31 (0) 172 497 216                www.julesenergy.com 
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Congratulations your

new Trading Platform is

live! Don’t worry! Jules

will continue to provide

technical support on

queries, new feature

developments as well as

improvement requests. 

We will provide you

with an in-depth

demonstration of

the required

Platform’s

functionality.

Screens will be

adjusted or created

to provide your

customers with a

smooth and easy to

understand self-

service functionality

We will provide

training sessions and

additional support for

all parties involved in

the implementation of

your platform. 

The platform will

be integrated to

you existing

suppliers' IT

infrastructure for a

flawless operation.

Once we have provided

an implementation plan

and your testing stage

has gone live,  training

will be provided by a

team member that will

be with you every step

of the way. C
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HOW WE WORK:

Congratulations your new

Trading Platform is live!

Don’t worry! Jules will

always be around to offer

help, guidance, and

support with the

implementation of new

features and functionality.

We get to know you,

your needs and your

business to

understand the type

of products you wish

to offer your

customers.

We will then give an

overview of our “off the

shelf” products and also

discuss any bespoke

requirements you may

have. ThIs will include

selecting your

requirements and

discussing commercial

agreements.

We will work with you to

define your level of

technical customisation

to enable energy

supplier specific

contract execution. This

will include country

specific systems. 

Analysis

Demonstration

Functionality Selection

Training and support

Go live!

Analysis

Integration

Screen Configuration

Training and Support

Go live!


